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First XI Loss 10/108 4/109

The round 7 clash welcomed the second placed TSS up the range to an overcast 
Toowoomba morning. After yet another week of rain Mills Oval was looking an absolute 
treat. The pitch had a good grass coverage but was still hard so it was a good toss to lose. 
With a late pull out from Rex Tooley we looked to the 10A’s for a player to replace him. After 
some impressive bowling during the week TJ would make his debut and was presented his 
cap by Morgan Galvin. 
TSS won the toss and sent us in to bat and they immediately got some life out of the pitch. 
Their opening bowlers bowled very well not giving our batsman much to hit at. They kept the 
run rate at under 2 an over and the pressure showed to score runs with two wickets falling 
close to each other. At 2/14 and then 3/23 the pressure was well and truly on our boys. Taj 
Glenn and Callum Galvin showed some resistance getting us past 50 until Taj was run out 
looking for a quick single. This break in the partnership lead to another series of dismissals 
losing 3/3. At 6/61 and two new batsman it was looking like we could struggle to get to three 
figures. Oates and Draheim did their best to resurrect the innings both reaching double 
figures. Unfortunately the boys once again couldn’t bat out their 50 overs still leaving 10 left 
on the field. TGS were dismissed for a total of 108 and as lunch wasn’t ready we had a 
chance to have an hour to bowl at TSS. 
Jem and Wihan opened the bowling and were set the task to bowl full and straight. The boys 
delivered what was asked having Southport in trouble at 2/6 with Wihan taking both poles. 
First by a chop on and second trapping the man in front. Harry Meikljohn kept the pressure 
up with a wicket of his own catching the edge to Tzannes with Southport 3/18. Wihan 
finished his spell with 2/10 off his 6 overs bowling wonderful out swing deliveries. At lunch 
the boys knew they were on top and just needed some early breakthroughs after the break. 
Southport had different ideas coming in with a positive mindset and edged closer and closer 
to our low total. Harry managed to pick up a late wicket with a great diving catch by Wihan 
but that would be it for wickets for the Grammar boys. 
Southport would pass the total in the 28th over giving them a bonus point win and getting 
themselves closer to a premiership with Nudgee to play next week. 
Frustrating stuff for our boys knowing full well that we have the talent to beat the best in this 
year's competition. Poor passages of play have really let us down all season but it’s not from 
a lack of trying. With two more games to play this season it is all or nothing for our boys to 
try and finish off their cricketing season especially for our seniors. 
Two victories to finish will make a world of difference to not only the mindset of our players 
but the points table as well. Our final away game against Ipswich is next week and after a 
tight battle last year it would be good to get one over them. 

2nd XI Win 10/101 10/85

Arriving at TSS just prior to the bus I overheard two folk in TSS attire speaking when one 
said to the other: "I don't want to sound arrogant but hopefully we win the toss and get to bat 
first so at least we'll get a decent length game." Told my blokes about their unnecessary 
judgment of our credentials and not sure if it inspired them but after an ordinary batting effort 
by us we scored 101 with Charlie Wigan's 40-odd being the standout. We then bowled, 
caught and fielded really well and had the previously undefeated TSS in early trouble at 4/7 
before having them all out for 85 in 26 overs. Best bowlers were Daly Guest, Ben Dight and 
Charlie Wigan while Dylan Locke peformed two run outs. A very sweet victory culminated in 
a hearty warcry on TSS' main oval. While we tried to find the person who doubted our skills 
after the match, unfortunately we couldn't let him know that we'd travelled quite a way and 
didn't get a full match in!!

3rd XI Win 10/92 10/60

After a long trip and a late start due to Southport’s player being involved in the head of the 
river in Brisbane, the Toowoomba Grammar School 3rd XI was chomping at the bit to take 
the field. After losing the toss and being sent to pad up, things were looking up. Although two 
wickets fell early, Sam Schriek managed to slog 41 off 29 including four maximums. Things 
were looking dire as Lawson Herbert (12 off 16) was the only other batter to make double 
figures and the side was dismissed in the 18th over for 92. Lawson Herbert also stepped up 
with the ball in hand; his bowling taking three wickets for only four runs, including a two-
wicket maiden in the first over of the innings. This form became the standard for the 
remainder of the match with wickets falling to each of the seven bowlers. Of note, Sam 
Durdin two for seven off his two overs and Henry Molesworth bowled his first over for the 
season and clean bowled the final batsman to win the match by 32 runs. 

4th XI Loss 10/92 3/96

PLAYED BBC 11C: An excellent Autumn afternoon in Toowoomba saw the 4th's engage 
with the BBC 11C team. Sent in to bat the TGS lads started well but some accurate bowling 
from BBC saw wickets fall cheaply. A great innings from John Higgins (12), Zaniel Cooke 
(13) and a notable effort with the bat by Riley Phipps were not enough to mount a score to 
easily defend.  Remarkable fielding from Tom Twidale was supported by Sam Walker's 2/17 
including his impressive caught & bowled, however this was not enough to stem the runs 
from BBC. Still all involved enjoyed the afternoon.

11A Win 7/153 10/101

TGS were sent into bat on a challenging wicket and posted a formidable score of 7/153 runs. 
Opener Arshvir Singh (70 runs from 128 balls) batted superbly well to carry his bat through 
the 40 overs and was well supported by Angus Ingold (40 runs from 56 balls) in the middle 
overs and Bill Brennan (17 runs from 20 balls) towards the back end of the innings. In return 
with the ball, Jude Brocherie backed up his stellar bowling spell from last week picking up 
figures of 3/9 from 6 overs. Leg spinner Goff Morgan bowled well to pick up figures of 2/22 
from 6 overs. TGS fielded well to take 3 close run out chances which was a most pleasing 
aspect to see from a coaching view with good game awareness on display. Well done TGS 
on a great win in trying conditions against TSS! 

11B Win 10/111 10/98

We lost the toss and were sent in to start the game. Unfortunately we lost a couple of early 
wickets until we were stabilised by Will Titterton (11 from 29) and Angus Maclean (40 from 
61). We had a mini collapse in the middle order, but some late hitting from skipper Tom 
Green (27 from 20) got us to a respectable 111 all out. With the ball James Lindeman (4/13 
off 5.5) starred at both the start and end of the innings, picking up a wicket early and 
sweeping through the tail. In between some great bowling from spinners Lachlan Milton 
(1/18 off 6) and Will Titterton (1/11 off 4) the run rate slowed, and James and Tom Schutt 
(3/18 off 5) bowled beautifully at the death to seal the win
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11C Loss 9/124 8/126

Batting first in hot humid conditions saw a slow start from our batsmen that saw early 
wickets fall with regularity. Francis (38) again took charge, sending the ball to the boundary 
as his go to shot. Despite wickets falling around him, he found a partner in Gamage (37) 
who worked the conditions well, playing some nice shots around the very wet outfield. This 
was further supported by Cameron (18) who hit the ball hard across a range of shots. With a 
defendable total it was going to require early wickets to stay in the game. The opposition 
openers got off to a good start which the TGS bowlers took time to remove. Once wickets 
began to fall, we were in with a chance but our bowling and fielding lacked intensity at the 
opportune times, enabling runs to continue for the opposition. There were some great 
catches in the outfield and Francis took a "screamer" one handed behind the stumps. 
Despite the result, your efforts in trying conditions throughout the day were admirable. As 
usual you displayed great spirit and were a credit to yourselves and the School.

10A Loss 7/130 8/134

TGS won the toss and elected to bat first. A slow run rate in the first 16 overs resulted in 
increased pressure on the middle order to accelerate. Fletcher Russell (54 off 55 balls) and 
Jimmy White (33 off 47 balls) steadied the innings. Unfortunately we were unable to fully 
capitalise on this in the final 5 overs and ended our innings on 130/7. TSS batted well up 
front, punishing loose deliveries and hitting the ball with intent. A late comeback by TGS set 
the stage for an exciting finish. 2 run outs (Matthew Moore and Lachlan Brownlie) and tight 
bowling from Lachie Spies (2/13 off 8 overs) almost pulled it back for TGS. TSS managed to 
hold on and close out the win with 2 wickets in hand. A good comeback from our boys but 
we know we will need to bat with more intent if we are to set defendable totals when batting 
first and also look to limit our extras when bowling. 

10B Win 8/156 8/74

After beating State High last weekend, the boys were up and about looking to build on that 
performance. Some dynamic batting early from Riley O’Leary and Ben Andersen laid a solid 
platform. Sam McGrath finally broke through to show what he can do hitting an unbeaten 
twenty with Clancy also featuring in the runs. The bowling  was a team effort with spinning 
wizards Pat Savill and Charles Rogers cashing in. Sam McGrath and Carter Liddiard once 
again showed tremendous spirit in their bowling spells that lifted the team. The team should 
once again be commended for their attitude, effort and sportsmanship. A brilliant result. 

10C Win 4/86 9/64

We batted first on the small bottom paddock at Anderson Park. The TSS bowlers toiled 
manfully but were dispatched to and over the boundary by a procession of TGS batsmen. 
Chief destroyer was Will Flegler who compiled an unbeaten 54 off 21. Campbell Chappel hit 
33 off 21, Shafiuddin Aanan hit 29 off 20, Pat Neilson smashed 26 off 16 and Dougal 
McInnerney hit 25 off 16. Our total of 230 was always going to be tough for TSS to chase 
down as we are a strong C level bowling side. They managed 114 before they ran out of 
wickets. Best bowlers were Rueben Hoare who managed 2 for 7 off 2 overs, Cameron Apel 
who was relatively accurate with his 1 for 7 off 2 overs, Campbell Chappel who bowled 2 
overs at the death and managed 2 for 19 and Mitchell Thomson who terrorised a few 
batsmen in taking 2 for 14 off 2 overs. As is often the case in this form of cricket, Olly 
Lamble and Shafiuddin Aanan bowled well but without luck. Special mention of Alexander 
Calcott who was outstanding in the field.
A great effort from a team that is compiling an impressive record this season.

10D Win 6/174 8/154

Another fine win for the 10D's this week, against a not full but still competitive BBC 10C side. 
Captain Lachlan McNamee won the toss and decided to bat first. Openers Callum Walters 
and Harry Pratt wasted no time in putting runs on the board, before Harry was dismissed 
with a brilliant caught and bowled. Clancy McCosker then came to the crease putting on a 
quick 36 which included six boundaries, before edging to the keeper. Callum was caught for 
44, which allowed Sam Shannon, who has not had a good time with the bat this season, an 
opportunity. Sam was able to bat through the innings and made a fine 32 runs mostly 
through quick singles and doubles. Sam did manage to run out Lewis Elder (14) and Matty 
Wise (4) in hot pursuit for quick runs. Good clean calls will be a feature of training this week.
A target of 174 was set, which the BBC batters wasted no time in trying to chase down. Our 
bowling took a little time to settle, though Lewis Elder took 2 successive wickets in his first 
over which slowed BBC down. Charlie Aarons bowled a tight spell of 3 overs with 1 for 20, 
and Brock Johnston stared down some strong batting to end with 2/33 off 3 overs. Ben 
Silvester also bowled a tight couple of overs at the end of the innings ending with 1 for 16.
A strategic and well played game by the team who have improved a good deal as the 
season moves on. 

10E Loss 10/72 0/74

COMBINED 10E/9E TEAM PLAYED NC 10C: Playing against the Nudge 10C’s was going 
to be tough but the boys won the toss and elected to bat. Opening was Darcy Hamilton and 
Tom Murray both scoring 14 before getting out. Tristan Bayntun top scoring with 21 off 25. 
Lacking in players this week made it a struggle in the field, helping NC to chase down their 
needed run in the 10th over. Overall, a great performance from the boys against a stronger 
team.

9A Win 9/136 10/131

The boys travelled to Southport to take on TSS. After winning the toss we went into bat. 
After the loss of two early wickets Cooper (24) and Dom (54) steadied the ship. Dom played 
his best knock of the year being well supported by Isaac (20 n/o) and guiding the team to a 
total of 136. The boys, needing to bowl well, restricted TSS early, taking a steady flow of 
wickets. The tight bowling restricted TSS to a total of 131. The boys showed great 
determination in restricting the total. Wickets were shared by the bowlers with Isaac (1), 
George (1), Dom (2), Cooper (2) and Baxter (3). A great all round performance by a group of 
boys who continue to develop as a unit. 

9B Loss 10/78 10/120

TGS bowled really well, but we just didnt catch the best.  When sent in to bat we struggled 
for runs against a good Southport attack.  Everyone had a good chat in the field and had 
some fun.  Best bowling: K Richardson 1/5, A McMillan 1/5. S Officer 1/6. Best batting: M 
Lancaster 16, O Clifford 16.
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9C Win 9/112 10/74

Illness, injury and co-curricular clashes saw many of our 9D boys get the chance to play in 
the higher competition - and they did not disappoint. Captain Will Searle won the toss and 
elected to bat. The boys jumped out of the blocks and were 4/76 at drinks. The wheels fell 
off a little after that, and the boys finished all out for 112 in the 15th over. Best with the bat 
were Will Searle (30 of 21), Charlie Tomlinson (18 off 9) and Tom Scutt (17 off 11).
Some early extras saw the boys under pressure in the field but some good catching turned 
the pressure back on the TSS boys and they put the screws on their batters after drinks, 
getting them all out with 3 overs to spare. Best bowlers were Max Williamson (3 for 7 off 2), 
Xavier Austin (2 for 5 off 1) and Will Kath (1 for 3 off 2).

9D Win 5/112 6/111

A BAD DAY TO BE A CRICKET BALL:
Unsatisfied with their first crack at the InDefatigable Ds, the bolstered BBC side made the 
trek up the hill for Round 2, this time with a full and confident complement of players.
Lachy Finlay (C) sent BBC to the crease and judging by their chatty demeanour one would 
think they were pretty chuffed with their impressive total of 111. However, I would humbly 
recommend to the BBC Head of History to adjust their curriculum to include more about life 
and times of Vice-Admiral Horatio Nelson.
With all 11 TGS boys having an excellent day with the ball, it's hard to pick out the 
highlights. McMaster lead out the bowling and once again took a handy wicket with his 
consistent L&L. Hamish and Jake worked hard after drinks to keep the BBC run rate down, 
giving away only 13 runs off their overs and taking a wicket a piece. Ben and Chico also 
ended up with great figures, a good start to their careers as spin bowlers.
Things were looking shaky when we went out to bat and the runs were extremely hard to 
come by early on, with BBC playing their top 3 bowlers for 12 out of the 20 overs of the 
innings. This caused a few headaches for our top order and things were looking dire indeed 
at 5/37 after 8 overs: that is, until Stirling Cameron took to the crease. If I may take a brief 
segue here: I have to mention Stirling's massive improvement over the few short weeks he's 
been playing up in the D's. He has been working hard in the nets and has been taking on 
some tough and possibly frustrating advice. 20 off 19 balls retired not-out is a massive 
milestone for this up-and-coming lefty from Charleville.
Stirlo's and Ben's (26* off 20) partnership effort to steady our keel was all the inspiration the 
rest of the team needed to line the boundary and cheer on the boys in the middle. Ben and 
Stirlo were unstoppable, finding gaps and building trust in each other's calling, hauling us 
ball-by-ball back from the brink. Our opening bowlers, Lachy and Henry, came out next and 
managed to retire not-out against a heated bowling attack. 
However the run-rate had slowed as the shadows in the field grew long. We were 5/84 with 
3 overs to go. The spirit in the crowd had shuffled on. The BBC boys were day-dreaming 
about their post-victory bus-ride. BBC allowed their team to have a crack and allowed a new 
bowler to grab the ball, as our last two batsmen stepped into the middle. The field was in 
tight. BBC whooped and hollered as they rattled off a recital of memorised, google-sourced 
cricket clichés about dalmatians, King Henry VIII and the like. Unseen musicians played 
melodies from the far-east, blasting through speakers at a cultural festival in Queen's Park 
across the road. The pressure was high. The stage was set.
Dot: the crowd sighed. Dot: the crowd counts the blades of grass below their feet. Thwack. 
The cracking sound of leather being punished by willow pricks the ears of the crowd: Frank 
Reardon finds the boundary. Thwack: another. The fielders are literally falling over 
themselves trying to stop the barrage. It's no use. 16 off the over from Frank "Stand-and-
Deliver" Reardon. Despondency be gone! TGS is back in the game. 10 off 2 overs needed. 
BBC brings back their opening bowler that did our top-order so much damage. Hamish faces 
his first and only ball and selflessly makes a tactical single. Frank of Warialda is back on 
strike. They run two. Then a dot ball. The field has gone quiet. The crowd becomes nervous. 
Frank tonks the next one to the boundary and asks for another one of those. BBC obliged 
and Frank thumps the ball once again another boundary to score the winning runs: 26 off 10 
balls with 6 4s. The whole team rushes the oval and chants the war-cry as a quietened 
opposition collectively looks at their watches to check when their bus will arrive.
Maybe 111, aka 'a Nelson', truly is an unlucky score in cricket numerology. Or maybe the 
opposition should know it ain't over until the Man From Warialda swings. I don't know. What I 
do know is: it was a bad day to be a cricket ball at TAFE Oval.

9E See 10E

8A Loss 9/144 4/146

A change at he top of the order helped to bring about a positive start to our batting innings 
despite losing our first wicket on the 2nd ball. New opener Will Slack-Smith combined with 
Charles Lachmund to add 67 runs for the 2nd wicket partnership. This is something we have 
really lacked throughout the season - partnerships. Slack-Smith was dismissed for a well 
made 19. Gilbert Tighe joined Lachmund and the pair added 28 before Tighe was dismissed 
for 10. Lachmund was the anchor for the innings  thank goodness and went on to make a 
well compiled 54. Wickets fell at regular intervals for the remainder of the innings with no 
other batter reaching double figures. We posted a total of 144 which was a good effort 
considering our past few batting innings.
We felt confident we had a total that we could defend and when we had TSS 2-18 the spirits 
were right up. However their 3rd wicket partnership put on 106 runs in good time. Their set 
batters punished any bowling that dropped to a shorter length. Two dropped chances made 
our task even harder and we went down taking 4 of their wickets with us.
Lachmund 2-26 off 6 capped off a great day for the captain. Harry Barwick 1-28 took the 
other wicket and a run out rounded out the dismissals.
It was a better effort today however we were outplayed by a better batting opposition. 

8B Win 9/141 10/64

Our opponents TSS had no hesitation in asking the Grammar boys to bat first, but our 
openers Harrison Humphreys (51) and Ed Webster (30) were up for the battle. Their stand of 
92 was ultimately the match winning partnership. Wickets were lost in the chase of late 
innings runs but the total of 9/141 would prove more than competitive. A period of tight 3rd 
quarter bowling from Sam Elms 1/4 (4), Rory Black 2/7 (3) and Hugo Morison 0/5 (4) put the 
Southport batters on the back foot. Tallen Robinson took 2/7 (2) in the total of 64. In recent 
weeks the TGS 8B's form has been excellent without winning, so this was a well deserved 
victory.
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8C Win 4/93 8/90

Winning the toss and electing to bowl, the team was off to a great start dismissing one of the 
TSS openers without a run on the board thanks to an excellent catch by Max Nielsen. The 
opening bowling combination of James Richardson (3/13) and Max Nielsen (1/6) applied 
early pressure and were followed by 7 other bowlers who continued to bowl to the field. The 
most successful of the change bowlers were Louis Clementson (1/3), Tom Sanson (1/11), 
James Nicholls (1/11) and Joshua Ecroyd (1/11). The bowlers were well supported by some 
great catching with only 1 missed opportunity from 8 chances as well as some excellent 
ground fielding. Due to the consistent pressure and wickets TSS never really got going and 
stumbled to 8/90 from their 20 overs. Our batting innings was also off to a shaky start losing 
our first wicket without troubling the scorers. The 2nd wicket partnership of 38 set the 
platform for an excellent run chase with James Lasker (20) and Finn O'Mara (17 retired not 
out) both playing superbly. Despite losing 2 quick wickets the middle order fired with Will 
Kelly (26 retired not out) and Arch Campbell (19) to take us within 2 runs of the TSS total 
before we passed the score in the 18th over. A great team effort in all aspects helped the 
boys to a great win over a very good TSS team. A special thank you to the parents who 
attended for their support (one of the biggest crowds I have seen at a game for a long time) 
and to Tallen Robinson for scoring the entire second innings before his game later in the 
day.

8D Win 2/84 5/83

Played BBC 8C: This was a supp' game that worked out very well for us, despite playing 
against a C-team who also enjoyed the home-field advantage. We fielded first and worked 
hard to restrict BBC to a 'gettable' total. Alex Deignan sent down some smart leg spin and 
took 2 for 7 from two overs. He was well supported by James Higgins (2 for 10 from 2 overs) 
and Campbell Schutt (1 for 5 from 2 overs). With bat in hand, we got the runs with 6 overs to 
spare. Campbell Schutt hit a superb 31 from 33 balls, while Ollie Weier was once again not 
out, this time for a tidy 16 (15 balls). Hartley Thompson chipped in with a good 13 from 24 
balls. We only had 10 players, but that just made us more determined to get the result. A 
very enjoyable afternoon out in the steam-bath ambience of Brisbane town. A supp' well 
worth the time and effort.

8E Loss 5/75 1/228

Played GT 9E: It was a well played game by the boys keeping their heads up and playing 
until the end. From the game there are key areas that we will need to work on. Bowling 
accuracy and flight of the ball would be our main focuses. The team was captained well by 
Harry Haig who played well top scoring with 20 runs. Along with Harry’s performance Alex 
Dyer played a key part in the wicket keeping role allowing the TGS to put pressure on the 
opposition.

7A Loss 1/37 1/39

A tough day at the office for the 7A’s after being sent in on a wet deck. The TSS bowlers 
took full advantage of the conditions quickly sending our top order back to the dressing room 
and having us at their mercy at 6/17. A late order fight back from Hamish Wormwell and 
Luke Burrow took us to 37 before being dismissed. All bowlers then came out firing, but in 
the end we just didn’t have enough runs. All bowlers bowled tightly and made TSS work 
hard to get the 38 required for victory in the 20th over. 

7B Win 4/97 10/78

I’ve spoken plenty of poor spirit in other clashes. Today TSS showed style by offering to 
allow us to bat due to our inability to prepare with the bus arriving just on time. As we saw 
with the As, we knew we would have to toil with a soaked outfield and any score above 90 
was defendable. Mark R was removed early and our most reliable batsmen Dan Wilson 
once again played a great innings and fought hard for every run against quality bowling. 
Doug Hoare debuted as opener and showed class. Jack Gobbert also played a very patient 
and classy innings and was supported well by Blake Fielder is his first bat with the Bs. 
With 97 to defend we knew TSS would need to work hard and we would need to bowl 
accurately. Bryce Lindemann once again showed just how accurate he is with incredible 
figures of 1/1 off 3 overs. The entire 7B are capable of bowling well and we nearly bowled 
every player today. Buddy Henderson opened with spin (1/13) which was risky but paid off 
with him collecting a scalp and he was dropped 4 times on the day. Peter and Austin were 
very stingy and had the batters on their heels. Skipper Will McKay bowled a peach inswinger 
on the ball of the day. There were just too many good bowlers to mention. All the boys did 
their job but William Davidson has earned a special mention as bowler of the day with 3/5, 
all bowled wickets had brutal pace and accuracy. He’s been threatening for weeks and 
finally found his length. Well done Will. Fielding again was great in parts and dismal in others 
with too many dropped chances. Will McKay did a great job with field setting and general 
captaincy. It was a good day played in good spirit and was good to hear the war cry once 
again. 

7C Loss 6/97 2/98

Views were mixed about batting or bowling first due to the sodden field but as the toss was 
lost the decision was to send TGS in to bat. The loss of Campbell Newell’s wicket early 
steeled the resolve of Oli Lethbridge (18 retired) who combined with Archie Bracey (39 
retired) to push towards the goal of 100 runs. The scampering between wickets matched the 
frenetic pace at which Archie batted, clubbing anything on the leg to the fence. This was a 
wonderful contrast to the cuts and glides from Oli. Tom Hiscock (11) joined in on the cheeky 
singles push and the desire for 100 was well in hand.Some very tidy bowling in the last 5 
overs restricted the score to 6/97  and  it was a very competitive total on a slow outfield.
Beau Stirling and Tom Hiscock opened the bowling and restricted the score to13 after 6 
overs. The victory target of 98 seemed to be almost out of reach for the batting side but in 
the blink of an eye the score was 1/51 at drinks after 10 overs. The batsmen had chosen the 
aerial route to bypass fielders and a wet outfield with 4 sixes. Tom Hiscock was the most 
economical with 1 for 6 from 3 overs. In the end, the runs were scored with 3 overs to spare 
despite the determined efforts of dashing fielders and all bowlers who just kept on aiming up. 
were many positives to be squeezed out of the dampness, most notably the rarity of wides 
(4) and another blinder to keeper Newell. Tom Dampney  was the epitome of the 
enthusiastic  cricketer in everything  that he did. As always, Archie Bracey demonstrated 
how to bat with a desire to score off every ball even dodging a half dozen razor edge run 
outs to regain his ground. In fact every batsman batted with intent. So, what will Round 8 
bring? Perhaps a victory song to go with the ever increasing battle hardened cricket skills.
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7D Win 8/109 3/108

This was an exciting, come from behind victory with only 2 balls remaining. Today's captain 
was Patrick Hoare. Patrick won the toss and elected to field. TSS made 3 for 108 from their 
20 overs. All three wickets were the result of runouts, with Harry Elmes providing the 
highlight with a spectacular direct-hit from side-on. Alexander Vanzella had a good day; 
opening the bowling and only going for 5 runs from his two overs with no extras and was 
integral to one of the run outs while George Paton produced some superb fielding to assist 
with the third run out. When it was our turn to bat, we were in deep trouble being 3 for 5 from 
the first over, and 4 for 18 soon after. Our middle order consolidated by playing straight to 
the good balls and putting the loose balls away. Our fourth wicket fell when the score was on 
97, although during that period we had several players retire.  Max Hatton remained 15 not 
out, Yohann Kang again was in the runs with 19 including 4 boundaries, Ryan Allan made 
15 retired and the Skipper, Patrick Hoare, made 17 retired. However, with 10 runs remaining 
and still 6 wickets in the shed, we got the wobbles losing 4 for 10 runs in the space of two 
overs. However, the steady hand of Max Hatton and James Johnston saw us home in the 
last over. The highlights were definitely the run outs (again) and the solid batting of our 
middle order.

7E Win 4/86 9/64

An excellent bowling and fielding effort set up an opportunity for an excellent victory. The 
hard work spent on fielding at this week's training sessions certainly paid off. Bailey Currie 
bowled accurately for haul of 3/9. Isaac Beverland claimed 2/3 and Sam Petersen, Oli Von 
Pien, Archie Smart and Darcy Redden each snared a  wicket. Special mention to Sam 
Petersen who lead the way in the field with outstanding enthusiasm and positive talk that 
inspired the rest of the team to lift their standards.
The run chase was comfortably achieved with Archie Cumming scoring 17 n.o., Josh 
Heasley 10 n.o. and Ben Ploetz 9. A very good all round performance by a team that has 
improved a great deal throughout the season and is starting to understand what needs to 
done to give themselves a greater chance of victory. Well done lads.

7F No Match

6A Win 4/122 10/121

A gloomy morning greeted us on Kent but the clouds lifted at the toss and our Skipper Dom 
one another one and elected to bowl. Jake Woodhead made inroads immediately with a 
wicket with a great catch from Ethan Fryer at deepish square leg. Woody then cleaned 
bowled the other opener to have TSS 2-7. TSS rallied and gained so momentum until 
another great catch from Ethan off the Bowling of Cooper Cook stemmed the flow and then 
Lachy hyslop with a caught n bowled really slowed the run rate up. A steady flow of wickets 
and great catching restricted TSS to 121 as they were bowled out. Our run chase started 
very well with Ethan & Jack Jellicoe scoring runs and turning the strike over easily. Alby 
Galbraith & Dom Seaby continued on in the same vain and a couple of wickets fell before 
passing the total of TSS with 8 overs to spare. Our catching again was excellent and our 
ground fielding is getting better each week. Well done boys!

6B Loss 5/49 7/102
Batting first for the first time this season, the 6Bs were told very clearly to bat their 20 overs - 
they did this but only managed to score 49. In reply, the 6Bs had TSS 4-10 before missing a 
few simple chances, allowing their opposition to get away. All in all, not a bad effort though!

6C Loss 6/107 1/108
This week we had a very close match where we almost came away with a victory. We took 
our very first wicket of the season with Isaac Russell taking a great caught and bowled. 
Great fielding from the entire team with key backing up kept it a very close competition.  

5A Loss 10/83 6/107

The 5A boys played a tough match today in muddy conditions down at TSS. Batting first, we 
didn’t do ourselves any favours as a number of run outs (5) slowed us down. Charlie Pollock 
- 14 runs, Ethan Shepherd - 11 runs, Aariz Imam - 10 not out and Iskcon Gyawali - 8 runs 
did their best to form partnerships and helped us reach a total of 83. In reply, TSS got off to 
a flyer and were 70 runs from the first 10 overs. Sundries (35) didn’t help our cause, as at 
times, the boys struggled with the wet ball and skinny pitch. Our bowing was much improved 
in the second 10 overs, only conceding 37 runs. Best bowlers were Austin Windsor - 1 for 2 
from 2 overs, Charlie Pollock - 1 for 3 from 2 overs and Ethan Shepherd - 1 for 6 from 2 
overs. We will now head off on our mid season trip to Tallebudgera to freshen up and be 
ready for our next challenge against IGS. Enjoy camp  boys!

5B Loss 4/73 9/77

After a long drive and a late bus, the Mighty 5Bs stepped onto a waterlogged TSS oval full of 
zeal.  Applebee, Decker, Smith, Brannelly and Gentry all carried their bats and finished 
undefeated.  The wet field  meant a number of shots didn’t get the runs they deserved. But 
the boys finished their innings with a respectable 4-73.  
Some tight bowling kept the home team on their back feet, and with Elmes at his blistering 
best, the opposition were soon at 9-50.  Confidence was high but unfortunately was short 
lived as the tail wagged and TSS stumbled across the finish line.  
A great performance again from the Mighty 5Bs.  


